
 User experience 
 process steps

  Research- Empathies

 Gathering information

 Constant curiosity

 Empathy interviews

 Immersion and observation

 Interact with extreme users

 Empathy maps

 Exposure of problems

 Product issues

 Usage scenario

 User problems / needs

 Making sense of it all

 Users wants, needs, objectives, frustrations, 
 and pain points

 User goals

 User limitations

 Business goals (Share holders) 

 Information analysis - Define  Create a problem statement

 Ways to frame the design problem

 From the user’s perspective

 From a user research perspective

  Based on the four Ws—who, what, where, and 
 why.

 pointers to a meaningful problem statement

 Focus on the user

 Keep it broad

 Make it manageable

 Writing a problem statement

 Space saturation and group -  visually present 
 all observations made in the empathize phase

 The four Ws - asking the right question

 The five whys - working back the cause of one 
 effect to another

 Brainstorming - Ideate

 Question the obvious to redefine existing 
 solutions, approaches, and beliefs

 Turning challenges into opportunities

 Attacking the problem from different angles

 How might we questions?

 Investigate the opposite

 Appeal the assumptions or the undisputed

 Replace the adjectives of the problem

 Create an analogy between needing and 
 wanting

 Break down the point of view into small bites

 Key ideation techniques

 Analogies 

 Bodystorming 

 Brainstorming 

 Brainwriting 

 Brain walking

 Prototyping

 Provides over-view regarding flow and 
 interaction

 Lets test the idea before it hits the market

 Provides insights without putting effort and 
 money

 Identifies usability issues and design flaws 
 before it's too late - fail early and cheaply

 Types of prototyping

 Shape 

 Loyalty to a final model 

 Interactivity 

 Life cycle

 User testing

 Check ideas early and often

 Common user tests

 Concept testing

 A / B testing

 Usability test

 First click test 

 Tree Test

 How to perform a user test

 Set a clear purpose for the test

 Construction of the prototype

 Produce a plan - goals and questions, 
 methods, number of experimenters, list of 
 equipment, how to document substrates?

 Preparation of a usage script

 Recruitment of users - according to the target 
 audience

 Documentation of each test - for analysis and 
 comparisons

 Launch

 End of UX process

 Iterations - corrections and 
 adjustments


